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YOUR FIERCE SIGNATURE
I recall the ancient light
that re-sounds us.
I have heard its central word
that always lies,
vibrating the earth fields to marry the skies.
I have returned the holy ride
to the original land
where our central selves harmonized
in the photon band.
Our Entity was tuned to flight.
I have lived with you in
this Tribe of Light
on the golden island of ancestry,
where we are each housed by a luminous Leaf
on the Portal Tree.
Heartwood was the first home
that outlasted.
Forever on the ledge above the Summer Sea.
Together we prowled the dusk eden
and Promised Nothing
in our unpronounceable, perfect melody.
Limbs coiled, we braided destiny’s branch
then unwound it.
We played in love and slyly sang the lower tone
of our future dungeon door—
That interleaving portal of shadow wings
where one day we could return
along the monstrous static channel
to the Beloved composer’s core.
I have mapped our heartbeat’s
innate tattoo, and sewn a twisted helix vein
that weaves from carnal world to
hate stained realm, forever connecting me to you.
I have heard the heartbeat of your hidden wish
tremble the star atoms of my greater body;
forging new tributaries and holographic streams
like gifted unseen roads.
I have touched the breaking point
on the fault line of your shattered wings

and savage loads.
Probing the base membrane of what you want or forget,
I have used the blazing betrayal in your eye
as my burning gateway back
to the place of the One Ally.
I remember our membership
in the Luminous Tribe.
Where we plotted the inversal
of human enslavement from hells
and that impossible liberation is the one we will now inscribe.
In this strangled prison of cells
burns the test to heft our lucid team,
because back then we ordained and coordinated our freedom
into the genetic code of the sentient dream.
We once made songs of love so pure
we knew they must be made for our future,
sickened selves lost in the Labyrinth we endure
and their original sound
was the cursed septenary key
that would be the human poison’s cure.
Together we witnessed the fall.
The cold gods trapped and tortured you
and the subversion of your Real to implode
was the cunning plan to kill your Sovereign
and infect you with their artificial code.
I loved you then as I love you now.
Everlasting and unstained.
Together we composed a song-charm to shield us
against the bitter wasteland we would dwell
and remind us of our future golden reign.
We broke it into vibrating parts seven.
The pain fragments we cast on the trails of space and time
So they could splinter our hearts and the shards
would be the intimate rhyme in crime to guard
and sing the fierce signals to our Ring.
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